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ABSTRACT: Cellulose-based materials have gained increasing attention for the development of low-cost, eco-friendly technologies,
and more recently, as functional materials in triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs). However, the low output performance of
cellulose-based TENGs severely restricts their versatility and employment in emerging smart building and smart city applications.
Here, we report a high output performance of a commercial cellulosic material-based energy harvesting floor (CEHF). Benefiting
from the significant difference in the triboelectric properties between weighing and nitrocellulose papers, high surface roughness
achieved by a newly developed mechanical exfoliation method, and large overall contact area via a multilayered device structure, the
CEHF (25 cm × 15 cm × 1.2 cm) exhibits excellent output performance with a maximum output voltage, current, and power peak
values of 360 V, 250 μA, and 5 mW, respectively. It can be directly installed or integrated with regular flooring products to effectively
convert human body movements into electricity and shows good durability and stability. Moreover, a wireless transmission sensing
system that can produce a 1:1 footstep-to-signal (transmitted and received) ratio is instantaneously powered by a TENG based
entirely on cellulosic materials for the first time. This work provides a feasible and effective way to utilize commercial cellulosic
materials to construct self-powered wireless transmission systems for real-time sensing applications.

KEYWORDS: triboelectric nanogenerator, cellulose materials, energy harvesting floor, self-powered sensor, paper products

■ INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT)
technology, a huge number of intelligent electronic devices
such as smart portable/wearable electronic devices, biomedical
implantable electronic devices, and sensor networks have been
widely applied in all spheres of human life.1−5 Such IoT
networks can give us valuable insights on human inter-
actionswhether between each other or with their environ-
mentand the functions and performance of interconnected
systems that might otherwise be overlooked. For instance,
information from occupancy sensors enables us to make agile
and, at times, remote decisions for optimizing flooring layouts
(e.g. retail space, trade show booths, and high performance
workspaces) or the functions of automated systems (e.g.
HVAC and lighting and safety alerts in security or healthcare).
However, the increased employment of these electronic
devices is greatly challenged by the increasing demand for

sustainable, consolidated power supplies that avoid periodic
power checks or replacement of batteries, alleviate space
limitations, and eliminate wiring costs.6 To address these
problems, many energy harvesting technologies based on the
piezoelectric effect,7−9 electromagnetic induction,10 pyro-
electric effect,11,12 and triboelectric effect13−15 have been
exploited to convert ambient environmental energy into useful
electrical power so that electronic devices can be self-powered.
Among these technologies, a triboelectric nanogenerator
(TENG), which benefits from low-cost, abundant and flexible
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materials, easy and scalable fabrication, high energy conversion
efficiency, and high cycle fatigue characteristics, shows great
potential to be a power source in realizing self-powered
systems.
To achieve high output power, more conventional tribo-

electric materials (e.g. tribopositive Al, Cu, nylon and
tribonegative polyimide, polyvinylidene fluoride, fluorinated
ethylene propylene, and polytetrafluoroethylene)16−20 and
surface roughening techniques (e.g. plasma processing, etching,
freeze-drying, and electrospinning)21−25 are the preferred
choice. However, these materials are relatively expensive,

nonrenewable and have environmentally unfriendly end-of-life.
Moreover, the aforementioned roughening techniques require
expensive equipment and complicated processes. Alternatively,
cellulosic materials (wood pulp, cotton, paper, and hemp)
comprise the most abundant natural polymer source in the
world and have increasingly gained attention as a renewable,
biodegradable, and cost-effective option for high-performance
TENGs.26−31 For instance, Yao et al.27 built TENGs that used
cellulose derivatives as the tribonegative and tribopositive
materials realized through chemical functionalization. The
enhanced electron loss/gain of nitrated/methylated cellulose

Figure 1. Characterization of different paper products. (a−d) SEM images of weighing paper, printer paper, tissue paper, and craft paper which act
as tribopositive materials. (e) SEM image of nitrocellulose paper which acts as the tribonegative material. Insets are optical images of these paper
products. (f) FTIR spectra and (g) frequency dependence of the dielectric constant of these paper products. (h) Output voltage of the four
tribopositive paper products vs nitrocellulose paper and (i) the corresponding charge density of different combinations.
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derivatives provided an effective pathway to develop fully
cellulose-based TENGs. Subsequently, attracted by a mature
production technology, low cost and easy large-scale
fabrication, Chen et al.28 developed a TENG based on
commercial cellulosic materials (printer paper paired with
nitrocellulose membranes). Despite these advancements,
cellulosic material-based TENGs have not yet achieved
sufficient outputs to instantaneously power some higher
energy devices such as wireless transmission systems. To do
so, we may address other factors in TENG design such as
contact area between the triboelectric materials (surface
roughness) and multilayered architectures.
In order to real-time power a wireless transmission sensor

system with a 1:1 footstep-to-signal (transmitted and received)
ratio, here we developed a high performance, cellulosic

material-based energy harvesting floor (CEHF) by utilizing
commercially available weighing paper and nitrocellulose paper
(different kinds of paper are used to represent commercial
cellulosic materials in this work). Benefiting from the
significant difference of triboelectric properties between
weighing paper and nitrocellulose paper, surface roughening
of weighing paper via a newly developed mechanical exfoliation
method, and large effective contact area resulted by a
multilayered device structure, our CEHF exhibited excellent
output performance with a maximum output voltage, current,
and power peak values of 360 V, 250 μA, and 5 mW,
respectively. A self-powered wireless transmission sensor
system was demonstrated to be able to produce and transmit
a wireless signal upon each footstep, which showed a great

Figure 2. Influence of surface microstructures on the output of the TENG. (a) Schematic illustration of the mechanical exfoliation method for
microstructure fabrication on paper. (b) SEM image of a partially treated weighing paper. Inset is an enlarged view of the treated side. (c) Output
voltage, (d) current of treated and untreated weighing paper paired with nitrocellulose paper, and (e) their corresponding charge density vs
nitrocellulose paper.
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potential in constructing self-powered wireless transmission
systems for future smart buildings and cities.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since the capabilities of nitrocellulose paper have been
repeatedly proven, it was used as the tribonegative material
for all TENGs in this study. More conventional papers were
hypothesized to be more tribopositive versus nitrocellulose
since paper-making processes had limited functionalization
pathways. To test this and explore viable options for a high
performance tribopositive cellulosic material, we examined four
representative commercial paper products: weighing paper,
printer paper, tissue paper, and crafting paper. The surface
structures of the tribopositive candidates and nitrocellulose
paper were characterized using a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and are shown in Figure 1a−e. Insets are the
corresponding optical images of these paper products.

Among the four tribopositive papers, weighing paper showed
the smoothest surface and highest compactness due to smaller
cellulose fibers and repetitive calendaring technique in the
fabrication process, and the tissue paper showed roughest
surface and loosest structure. There were also some differences
between the composition of the four papers. The Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectra in Figure 1f showed that all
the four papers had characteristic peaks of cellulose around
1028, 2890, and 3325 cm−1, which were associated with the
C−O−C pyranose ring skeletal vibration, C−H stretching, and
O−H stretching, respectively.28 Craft paper also had the
vibration peaks of the aromatic ring around 1400−1600 cm−1

which was generated by large amount of lignin.32 For a TENG
with contact-separation working mode, the triboelectric
potential (V) between the two electrodes can be described
as the following equation

Figure 3. Design and characterization of the CEHF. (a) Illustration of the CEHF. (b) Top and (c) side views of the actual CEHF device. (d)
Working principle of the multilayered CEHF. € Output current and power of CEHF vs external load resistance. (f) Output voltage of the CEHF as
a function of working cycles.
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where σ and Q are the surface charge density and the induced
charge quantity on the electrode, respectively. di and εi
represent the thickness and permittivity of the two friction
materials, S is the electrode area, X(t) is the gap distance
between the surfaces of the two friction materials, and ε0 is the
vacuum permittivity.33 Hence, besides surface roughness and
composition, dielectric constant is another important factor for
the output performance of the TENG. Figure 1g shows the
frequency-dependent dielectric behavior of the four papers in
the frequency range of 102 to 107 Hz. Determined by the
compactness and composition of paper, the four papers’
dielectric constant, from high to low, was weighing paper, craft
paper, printer paper, and tissue paper. The FTIR spectrum and
dielectric constant of nitrocellulose paper were also charac-
terized and are shown in Figure 1f,g, respectively. NO2
symmetric stretching around 1279 and 1650 cm−1 and N−O
stretching around 839 cm−1 peaks in Figure 1f indicated that

abundant nitro groups were present in the nitrocellulose paper.
Its porous structure led to a rough surface and low dielectric
constant which could be seen in Figure 1g.
According to the working mechanisms of TENGs, materials

with greater electron loss/gain affinities, rougher surface, and
higher dielectric constant are key factors for enhancing TENG
output performance. However, none of the four aforemen-
tioned tribopositive papers have these attributes simulta-
neously. In order to check their actual triboelectric property,
the four papers were used to pair with nitrocellulose paper,
respectively, assembling four TENGs with commonly used
contact-separation working mode. With an area of 2 × 2 cm2

and separation distance of 1 cm, the output voltage and charge
density of these TENGs were measured and are shown in
Figure 1h,i. It could be found that the weighing and printer
papers generated higher output voltage and charge density
than tissue paper despite having smoother surfaces than tissue
paper, which meant that the dielectric constant likely played a
leading role here. Hence, weighing paper was the best choice

Figure 4. Output performance of the CEHF under different working conditions. (a) Output voltage of the CEHF driven by different motion forms
of an adult (∼60 kg). (b) Output voltage of the CEHF driven by people with different weights. (c) Output voltage of the CEHF integrated with
hardwood and carpet flooring materials. (d) Output voltage of the CEHF wetted by water.
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for designing a high performance CEHF among these four
candidates.
Because of its smooth surface, we may further enhance the

triboelectric ability of the weighing paper through surface
roughening. To address this issue, we developed a simple, cost-
effective, and scalable fabrication method to introduce rough
surface structures on the weighing paper. Figure 2a schemati-
cally shows this mechanical exfoliation method for surface
microstructure fabrication. Commonly, a commercial scotch
tape was tightly adhered to the surface of weighing paper and
subsequently removed, resulting in non-uniform breakage of
the surface fibers. To compare pre- and post-processed
surfaces, weighing paper was partially treated by the
mechanical exfoliation method with the surface morphology
characterized by SEM and is shown in Figure 2b. In order to
investigate the influence of this roughened surface structure on
the output performance, the treated and untreated weighing
papers were paired with nitrocellulose paper to assemble

TENG devices. Each with areas of 2 × 2 cm2 and separation
distances of 1 cm, their output voltage, current, and charge
density were measured and are shown in Figure 2c−e. By
introducing a surface microstructure on the weighing paper,
the peak values of output voltage, current, and charge density
were increased from 45 V, 8.5 μA, and 67.7 μC/m2 to 58 V,
11.5 μA, and 89.5 μC/m2, respectively, which indicated that
mechanical exfoliation method was an effective way to fabricate
the microstructure on the paper’s surface for enhancing the
output performance of cellulosic material-based TENGs.
Next, we developed a high performance CEHF based on the

treated weighing paper and nitrocellulose paper. Figure 3a
shows a schematic model of our multilayered CEHF consisting
of three units sandwiched between two wooden floor surfaces.
Each unit was composed of a treated weighing paper/Cu layer,
a spacer, and a nitrocellulose paper/Cu layer. Figure 3b,c
shows the optical images of a real CEHF device with size of 25
cm × 15 cm × 1.2 cm, and the separation distance for each

Figure 5. Application of the CEHF as a self-powered sensor. (a) Schematic illustration of a real-time wireless transmission sensing system for
occupancy tracking, remote action triggering, environmental monitoring, etc. (b) Circuit diagram of the wireless transmission sensing system. (c)
Rectified output current of the CEHF driven by human steps. (d) Instantaneous powering of a wireless transmission sensing system when people
step on the CEHF.
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unit was about 2 mm. The working mechanism of the CEHF is
schematically depicted in Figure 3d, also showing that the units
were connected in parallel. This configuration allowed our
CEHF to efficiently harvest mechanical energy from human
footfalls and acted as a self-powered sensor. We measured the
output current as a function of load resistances (Figure 3e),
showing a peak power output of ∼5 mW at 1.5 MΩ. A
longevity test of the CEHF was also carried out, which showed
no obvious change in its output voltage for over 12,000
working cycles (Figure 3f), demonstrating good durability and
stability.
The output performance of the CEHF under different

working conditions was also investigated. Generally, people
may walk, run, and jump on the floor, which corresponding to
low, medium, and high driven frequency, respectively, for the
CEHF. From the output voltage signals generated by different
motion forms of an adult (Figure 4a), we could find that the
output voltage generated by walking (∼200 V) was the
smallest one of the three; however, it was still high enough for
powering most of the electronic devices. Higher output also
could be realized when the CEHF was driven by running
(∼260 V) and jumping (∼360 V) due to their higher impulse
force and driven frequency than those of walking. The different
output peak profiles could be explained by the different initial
working states of the CEHF. For walking and running, the
initial state of the CEHF was in separation (Figure 3d II). It
would come to the contacted state (Figure 3d I) when people
stepped on. For jumping (vertical jumping), the initial state of
the CEHF was in contact, and it would change to the separated
state when people jumped up. The different working process
led to the reversed output signals. Besides, driven force could
also vary based on the person’s body weight. When people
with different weights walk on the CEHF, such as a child (∼20
kg), a teenager (∼40 kg), and an adult (∼60 kg), different
driven forces will act on the CEHF generating output with
different amplitudes (Figure 4b). The output voltage increased
with the increasing of people’s weight, which could be
attributed to closer contact and increased friction of the
triboelectric materials caused by the bigger force. Although the
child had the lowest weight, an output voltage of ∼100 V could
still be realized by our CEHF. In addition, the CEHF could be
directly installed or integrated with regular flooring materials
such as hardwood and carpet to meet more personalized
design and application demands (Figure 4c). Carpet will
absorb some of the mechanical energy, lowering the effective
strain rate which resulted in a smaller average output than
hardwood. Additionally, the CEHF was packaged by the
polythene film to prevent water infiltration, which could limit
the TENG in a practical application. To test this, 30 mL of
water was poured on the CEHF and left undisturbed for 15
min before its output voltage was recorded to examine its
waterproof ability. As shown in Figure 4d, the CEHF could
work normally after being wetted by water, which showed its
strong ability in resisting the influence of water.
To explore the wireless application of the CEHF, a real-time

wireless transmission sensing system was designed and is
schematically shown in Figure 5a. When an individual steps on
the CEHF, the converted electric energy simultaneously sensed
the foot steps and powered a RF transmission system. As such,
useful foot traffic information could be collected remotely and
be processed in real-time. The wireless transmitter system was
specially designed to store the limited power generated by the
CEHF. Figure 5b shows the schematic circuit diagram of the

self-powered wireless transmitter sensing system which
included the CEHF, storage circuit, wireless signal (433
MHz) generating circuit, and the receiver circuit. The receiver
contained a LT DC1120A receiver board with a filter with
cutoff frequencies at ∼400 and ∼470 MHz, an ST NUCLEO-
F072RB microcontroller board, a green light-emitting diode
(LED) that acted as a display/functional unit, and a 9 V power
source. The detailed circuit diagram of each part is shown in
Figures S1−S3. The AC output current of the CEHF
generated by footsteps was converted into DC output by a
rectifying circuit and stored in four 80 nF capacitors. As shown
in Figure 5c, a maximum output current of just under 250 μA
was achieved when a person with a weight of ∼60 kg stepped
on top of it. A control circuit automatically discharged the
stored energy once the 12 V threshold was reached, powering
the wireless module that transmitted a wireless signal. This
signal could be immediately received by the receiver box that
was placed 0.25 m away from the transmitter. A lighted-up
green LED indicated the signal reception, which is seen in
Figure 5d, Videos S1, and S2. This function demonstrated the
capability of power-free and wireless sensing by a person
standing on the floor.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a high performance CEHF was successfully
designed and fabricated via a scalable approach. This was
achieved through the use of tribopositive weighing paper and
tribonegative nitrocellulose paper, roughened weighing paper
surface via a new mechanical exfoliation method, and a
multilayered device structure. Our CEHF exhibited excellent
output performance with a maximum output voltage, current,
and power peak values of 360 V, 250 μA, and 5 mW,
respectively. It could be directly installed or integrated with
regular flooring products to effectively convert human body
movements into electricity and showed good durability and
stability even when wetted by water. Moreover, a wireless
transmission sensor system with a 1:1 footstep-to-signal
(transmitted and received) ratio was able to be instantaneously
powered by the CEHF entirely based on cellulosic triboelectric
materials. This work provides a feasible and effective way to
utilize eco-friendly cellulose materials in constructing self-
powered wireless transmission systems for future smart city.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Fabrication of Devices. Four commercial paper products:

weighing paper (Fisher Scientific, thickness of ∼50 μm), printer
paper (Hammermill, thickness of ∼100 μm), tissue paper (Kimberly-
Clark Professional, thickness of ∼100 μm), and crafting paper
(thickness of ∼100 μm) were used to pair with nitrocellulose paper
with a size of 2 cm× 2 cm, assembling four TENGs with commonly
used contact-separation working mode. To keep the same thickness of
tribopositive paper materials, two pieces of weighing paper was
stacked together as one frictional layer in the experiment. In the
fabrication process, copper tape (thickness of 50 μm) was first
attached on a flat wood substrate as one electrode, and paper which
acted as a tribopositive frictional layer was closely attached on the
electrode. Then, nitrocellulose paper with a copper electrode on the
back was fixed on a controlled oscillating bar (LinMot E1100) as the
tribonegative frictional layer. By changing the paper placed on the
wooden substrate, the outputs of the four TENGs which shared the
same nitrocellulose paper frictional layer could be characterized.

For the fabrication of the CEHF, the multilayered structure was
composed of four thin wood substrates, six frictional layers (three
nitrocellulose paper layers and three weighing paper layers), and three
foam spacers (thickness of each one is ∼3 mm). Double-sided tape
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(Scotch, thickness of 100 μm) was used to fix the frictional layer and
spacer on the substrates. From the bottom to top, nitrocellulose paper
with copper tape was attached on the upper surface of the first
substrate (thickness of ∼0.8 mm) with reserved edge (width of ∼1
cm) unfilled for subsequently fixing foam spacers. Then, two weighing
paper frictional layers with copper tape were attached on the upper
and lower surfaces of the second substrate (thickness of ∼1.7 mm)
also with reserved edges unfilled. The edge on the lower surface was
connected to the spacer on the first substrate, and the edge on the
upper surface was used to fix another foam spacer. The fabrication of
third (thickness of ∼1.7 mm) and fourth (thickness of ∼0.8 mm)
substrates was basically the same as the second and first, respectively,
with the exception of having the opposite frictional layer to their
respective counterparts. The Cu tapes attached on nitrocellulose
paper and weighing paper were connected together through Cu wire,
forming two electrodes for electrical measurement. Finally, the
assembled structure was packaged by a polythene film (Stretch-Tite,
thickness of ∼20 μm) with over-provisioning space to resist the
influence of water, and two thick wood substrates (thickness of ∼3
mm) were fixed on the top and bottom surfaces of the packaged
structure protecting it from mechanical damage.
Integration of the CEHF and Commercial Flooring

Materials. The two commercial flooring materials, hardwood and
carpet, were first cut into small pieces as big as the CEHF panel, and
then they were attached on the top surface of the CEHF by epoxy
resin adhesive. The whole device can be used for electrical
measurement after curing for 30 min at room temperature.
Electric Characterizations. TENGs with an area of 2 cm × 2 cm

were driven by a computer-controlled actuator (LinMot E1100) with
amplitude, frequency, and force of 1 cm, 1.1 Hz, and 6 N. The CEHF
was driven by the LinMot in the output power and longevity tests
with amplitude, frequency, and force of 1 cm, 1.1 Hz, and 20 N. For
the rest of the measurements, the CEHF was driven by human steps.
The voltage outputs of all devices were measured by a multimeter
(DMM 6500, Keithley, internal resistance 10 MΩ). The short-circuit
currents of all devices were measured by a low-noise current
preamplifier (SR570, Stanford). The output charge density was
measured by an electrometer (6514, Keithley) with the nitrocellulose
as a tribonegative material.
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